Age-related macular degeneration (AMD), the main cause of central vision loss among older adults in industrialized countries, is not treatable for most patients who have it. Metabolic status of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), key cells in AMD progression, is visible clinically through fundus autofluorescence (FAF) imaging for retinal disease diagnosis and management.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b01] Advanced FAF technologies now include quantitative FAF,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b02] fluorescence lifetime,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b03] widefield,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b04] and adaptive optics--assisted FAF.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b05] FAF interpretation is facilitated if comprehensively contextualized by optical coherence tomography (OCT),[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b06] which discloses subcellular detail of not only RPE but also the tissue layers internal and external to RPE that impact the autofluorescence (AF) signal available for detection.

The strongest FAF signal on excitation with 440 to 510 nm wavelength light comes from RPE lipofuscin (L), with a small (10%) component of melanolipofuscin (ML).[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b07][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b08][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b09]--[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] L are autofluorescent, long-lasting inclusion bodies of lysosomal origin that are characteristically detectable in human RPE at birth and accumulating throughout adulthood. ML contain melanin surrounded by lipofuscin fluorophores.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b07],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b11] The main fluorophores responsible for FAF imaging are visual cycle byproducts of the bisretinoid family that originate in photoreceptor outer segments and enter RPE via daily phagocytosis.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b07],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b12] N-retinylidene-N-retinylethanolamine (AE2) is one prominently investigated molecule[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b13] recently shown to be abundant in peripheral retina[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b14][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b15][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b16][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b17][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b18]--[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b19]; bisretinoid discovery and characterization are ongoing.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b20]

FAF is a projection image in which signal strength is impacted by factors at subcellular and cellular levels ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}), as can be deduced from cross-sectional electron microscopy[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b07],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b21],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b22] and high-resolution light-microscopic histology[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b23][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b24][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b25][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b26]--[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b27] of human RPE. Fluorophores in normal adult human RPE in L/ML granules ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}A)[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b07],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b28] are screened from incoming light by melanosomes (Ms), located in the apical cell body and microvilli. HyperFAF (increased signal at the detector) can be caused by a high concentration of L/ML granules ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}B), a fluorophore mix or intracellular environment that move spectra into detection range ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}C), positioning of M posteriorly to reduce screening ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}D), and increased path length of exciting light through cells that are taller individually or vertically superimposed due to stacking or anterior migration ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}E--G, respectively). Conversely, hypoFAF (reduced signal) can be caused by redistribution or loss of L/ML ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}I), a different fluorophore mix, or change in environment that moves spectra out of detection range ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}J), positioning of M to increase anterior screening ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}K), flat cells with short path length for light ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}L), and absent RPE ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}M). Physical and chemical factors not shown in [Figure 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"} include spectral characteristics and excitation efficiency of biologic fluorophore(s) and efficiency of the detector for specific wavelengths. Tissue-level factors not shown in [Figure 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}, to be explored in separate reports, include retinal topography[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b08],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] and screening by overlying features.

![Cellular and subcellular factors influencing autofluorescence signal strength of human RPE. Light enters from above (arrow) to excite fluorophores within cells. Emissions exit above to be detected by a device (e.g., fundus camera or scanning laser ophthalmoscope). Factors causing hyperautofluorescence (greater signal strength) are shown in (A--G) and hypoautofluorescence (lesser signal strength) in (H--M). The combined L/ML population is shown. (A) Normal cell contains multiple fluorophores in L/ML, screened anteriorly by M in apical processes and apical cell body (B) Higher concentration of L/ML granules. (C) Altered mix of emitted spectra, either due to a different fluorophore mix or changes in the fluorophore environment (e.g., altered lysosomal pH) that move more spectra into device detection. (D) Basolateral positioning of M to reduce screening (as in aging).[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b22] (E) Taller individual cells (e.g., due to rounding)[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b23],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b29] that increase the path length of exciting light through fluorophores. (F) Stacking of cells lengthens the light path through fluorophores.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b23],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b29] (G) Anterior migration of cells lengthens the light path through fluorophores.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b23],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b25],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b29] (H) Normal cell. (I) Redistribution of L/ML leaving cytosol devoid of granules, due to degranulation (empty cytoplasm on the left) or aggregation (clustered organelles on the right).[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b25],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b26] (J) Altered mix of emitted spectra, either due to different fluorophores or changes in the fluorophore environment that move spectra out of device detection range. (K) Apical positioning of M to increase screening (as under the fovea).[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b94] (L) Flattened RPE, shortening the light path through fluorophores.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b23] (M) Absent RPE.](i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01}

Histology relevant to FAF imaging in human eyes with AMD[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b25],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b29],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b30] suggest several RPE fates en route to atrophy. Cells can lose L/ML individually by degranulation and or in groups by aggregation followed by basolateral shedding of granule aggregates, phenomena seen to date only in AMD tissues and not in healthy aging.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] Another is anterior migration, in which nucleated and fully pigmented cells round up, slough off the RPE layer, and migrate into the retina, especially around the border of geographic atrophy.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b31][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b32][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b33]--[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b34] The latter represent stages of hyperpigmentation (color fundus photography)[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b35] and hyperreflective foci (OCT),[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b36] major intraocular risk factors for AMD progression. A third potential pathway is vitelliform lesions, that is, subretinal hyperreflective and hyperFAF material[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b37] that may represent extruded RPE organelles and outer segment debris.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b26],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b38] In early AMD, clinical quantitative AF imaging (i.e., with an internal reference standard) shows overall reduced signal.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b39],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b40] These data thus suggest that L/ML loss in the RPE layer rather than gain is associated with AMD, contrary to long-standing expectations.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b41]

In this survey of flat-mounted human donor eyes with AMD, we describe and quantify distinct phenotypes of RPE cell morphology and histologic AF. We take a cellular demographics approach that borrows concepts from population-based epidemiology (i.e., treating the RPE layer as a population with more normal cells than abnormal cells), all viewed at one time point. We used systematic sampling to increase the probability of detecting early stages and to reduce bias in estimating phenotype frequency. Our analysis approach assumes that AMD progresses along defined pathways that can be informed by the proportion of cells at any one stage. Our model of AMD progression based in histopathology, clinical imaging, and cell biology[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b42][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b43][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b44][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b45][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b46]--[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b47] is that RPE dysfunction begins locally over sub-RPE pathology and expands outward. Our goals were to identify plausible precursors to degranulation and aggregation, and provide histologic guidance for metrics of FAF imaging beyond signal intensity.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Compliance {#s2a}
----------

The institutional review board at the University of Alabama at Birmingham approved this study. All procedures adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Overview {#s2b}
--------

This study analyzed epi-fluorescence images of RPE flat mounts that were captured in a systematically unbiased fashion for our published survey of RPE cytoskeleton and histologic AF in 25 AMD eyes[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b25] (see [Supplementary Material](#iovs-60-07-01_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for methodologic details). For this quantitative study of the same AMD eyes, each individual RPE cell was represented as a Voronoi region[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b48],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b49] after assignment of cell centers (see [Supplementary Material](#iovs-60-07-01_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Total AF intensity in projection images of z-stacks, the number of neighbors, and cell area were automatically quantified by custom software.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] To these quantitative data we added semiquantitative judgments of a trained observer about AF patterns and cellular morphology, within the same Voronoi regions.

Although it is possible that removing the retina from RPE--Bruch\'s membrane flat mounts also removed apical portions of RPE, thus impeding accurate assessment of cellular AF, our experience with histology of postmortem eyes suggests this possibility is unlikely. The most common artifacts are detachment of outer segments from RPE that may or may not take RPE apical processes with them (e.g., figure 5 of Ref. [@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b32]), detachment of inner segments at the myoids (bacillary layer detachment),[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b50] and detachment of RPE from Bruch\'s membrane at sites of basal linear deposit and soft drusen.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b51],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b52] We do not see in histology splits through the middle of RPE suggesting that only the basolateral half of cells are present in flat mounts. We assume that these artifacts are stochastic and that their impact on our results is minimized by choosing images in the way we did. We did see in flat mounts many cells with melanosomes, or a brush-like appearance of the phalloidin signal, consistent with intact cell bodies and apical processes (see Results). Finally, cells were imaged in apical-to-basal z-stacks of a constant number at each specific location.

Imaging Data Analysis {#s2c}
---------------------

From the original image dataset of 1585 images, a set of 400 total images (17 from each eye or until usable images from an eye were depleted) was chosen with a random number generator. We pooled images across three regions (fovea, perifovea, and near periphery), despite regional differences in cell area,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] because the RPE layer was absent in many areas in central macula of AMD eyes, and our categorical analysis of phenotypes did not depend on cell size. The center of each RPE cell was defined manually in images of phalloidin-labeled RPE by trained observers (AVZ, TA, JM) using a custom FIJI plugin (Find_Centers)[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b53] and a digitizing tablet (Intuos; Wacom, Saitama Japan). The resulting Voronoi diagrams qualitatively agreed with actual RPE cell geometry by visual inspection. This procedure contrasts with that used in our previous study of normal eyes,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] in which consistent RPE morphology allowed semiautomated assignment of cell centers by the same plugin. To ensure the validity of Voronoi analyses, we defined in each image a central area that had at least one row of cells between it and the image edge (details in supplementary figure 3 of Ref. [@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10]). A custom FIJI plugin ("AF Phenotypes," [Fig. 2](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f02){ref-type="fig"}, available on request) generated a scrollable z-stack of successive images. A single trained observer (JAG) assigned morphology and AF distribution pattern phenotypes ([Table 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-t01){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f03){ref-type="fig"}). Classifications were repeated at one location from each eye to determine intraobserver repeatability (morphology weighted kappa = 0.9708; AF Pattern weighted kappa = 0.9770). Area, AF intensity,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] and number of neighbors (NN) was automatically measured via custom FIJI software (KRS) for each Voronoi region. AF intensity was quantified in arbitrary units and normalized to the mean value of phenotype 1 cells in the same eye, which were considered healthy (see below), to control for differing background AF between imaging sessions unrelated to inherent RPE AF.

![Demonstration of the custom FIJI plugin "AF Phenotypes." Input to the plugin was an image stack. Image 1 (A) of the stack was cytoskeleton labeled with 647 Alexa-conjugated phalloidin. Image 2 (B) was a projection all-in-focus image of confocal autofluorescence, at excitation wavelength of 488 nm. Images 3-n (C--F) were the 0.4-μm apical-to-basal planes of the z-stack, overlaid by the cytoskeleton image. A single trained observer (JAG) assigned morphology and AF distribution pattern phenotypes ([Table 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-t01){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f03){ref-type="fig"}). Phenotypes were assigned by selecting a single radio button from a menu (magnified in G) for both parameters of the "current cell," denoted by a yellow dot at the cell center. All cells yet to be classified were denoted by a small white circle in the cell center. Cells that were already classified were denoted by a sequence number placed at the cell center. The plugin also featured a zoom-in/out feature and a 20-μm scale bar in the lower right-hand corner. On completion of each image for a given location, the plugin generated a .csv file containing cell numbers with assigned phenotypes and a .tif file of the z-stack for reference.](i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f02){#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f02}

###### 

Morphology and AF Pattern Phenotype Criteria

  **Phenotype Classification**     **Criteria/Rules**
  -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Morphology                       
   Ungradable                      Cell border is undetectable or cut off by image edge.
   Polygonal                       Cell borders have vertices and mostly straight edges; many cells have brush-like apical surface ([Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f03){ref-type="fig"}A).
   Round                           Circular or oval cells with no vertices.
   Mixed                           At least one vertex and at least one edge that is rounded rather than straight, including cells that appear "bloated".
   Misshapen                       Cell is definitely present and not cut off by image edge, but the shape is indeterminate (blurred/faint cytoskeleton staining, partial discontinuity of cytoskeleton, actin "junk") or does not fit into other morphology categories.
   Concave                         At least one edge with a significant concavity.
  AF pattern                       
   Ungradable                      Ungradable morphology making AF pattern determination within cell borders impossible, or AF return was so blurry pattern could not be discerned.
   Unremarkable                    Roughly even and uniform AF granules throughout the area of the cell, except when blocked by nucleus.^93^
   Degranulating                   Areas of no AF return not due to nucleus.
   Aggregating                     Delimited, roughly spherical, area of dense AF granule packing; often, but not always, more intense AF return than rest of cell.
   Aggregating and degranulating   At least one aggregate and one area of degranulation present.
   Empty                           Completely devoid of AF granules.

![Morphology and AF phenotypes: (A) Polygonal, (B) Round, (C) Mixed, (D) Misshapen, (E) Unremarkable AF (white arrow shows hypofluorescent area of a nucleus), (F) Mixed, Aggregating AF, (G) Polygonal, Degranulating AF (H), Mixed, Aggregating-Degranulating AF, (I) Polygonal, Empty AF. Scale Bar: 20 μm.](i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f03){#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f03}

Generalized estimating equations were used to compare variables by cellular phenotypes while accounting for repeated measures, the Poisson distribution was used for count data, and the normal distribution was used for continuous data. We did not stratify data by age, severity of AMD, or retinal location because of the relatively few occurrences of diseased phenotypes. Concave cells (defined below) were excluded from all analyses except frequency, because concavity violates assumptions of Voronoi analysis. Cells considered ungradable for either morphology or AF distribution were excluded from all analyses. Phenotype categories were pooled for statistical tractability ([Table 2](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-t02){ref-type="table"}). With these methods, it can be assumed that the most frequently found category is "normal" (i.e., healthy), and categories increase in abnormality (i.e., disease) as frequency decreases. Accordingly, we numbered phenotypes (Ph) 1 to 6 in order of decreasing abundance and increasing pathology.

###### 

Pooled Phenotypes for Statistical Analysis

  **Category**     **Morphology**          **AF Pattern**
  ---------------- ----------------------- -------------------------------------------
  Ph 1 (healthy)   Polygonal               Unremarkable
  Ph 2             Polygonal               Degranulating/Empty
  Ph 3             Round/Mixed/Misshapen   Unremarkable
  Ph 4             Polygonal               Aggregating and Aggregating/Degranulating
  Ph 5             Round/Mixed/Misshapen   Degranulating/Empty
  Ph 6             Round/Mixed/Misshapen   Aggregating and Aggregating/Degranulating
  Ph 7             Concave                 All

Our model of locally driven AMD progression suggests that neighbors will be similar to each other, at least at the extremes of all normal and all degenerating. For intermediate phenotypes, neighbors may exhibit high variance. Thus, we also analyzed for each cell its "neighborhood" of Voronoi neighbors. We defined a neighborhood as the cells immediately adjacent to a central reference cell. To eliminate incomplete neighborhoods from analysis, cells without at least one cell center between it and the image edge were not used as a reference. For each phenotype, mean neighborhood area and AF intensity were measured, as well as the average frequency distribution of neighbor phenotypes.

Results {#s3}
=======

A total of 400 images in 25 eyes (questionable/early AMD: 18; late nonexudative AMD: 2; late exudative AMD: 5) were surveyed (23 eyes, *n* = 17 images; 1 eye, *n* = 5 images; 1 eye, *n* = 4 images). After excluding concave or cells considered ungradable for either morphology or AF, a total of 29,323 cells were analyzed for frequency, area, AF intensity, NN, and neighborhood characteristics ([Figs. 4](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f04){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f06){ref-type="fig"}). Cell phenotype frequencies are shown in [Figure 4](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f04){ref-type="fig"}A. The healthy Ph 1 was much more abundant (80.74%) than the less healthy Phs 2 to 6. Although far less abundant than Ph 1, Ph 2 was also notably more abundant than Phs 3 to 6, each constituting a minor portion of RPE cells in AMD eyes (\<2% each, \<5% total).

![Frequency, area, and AF intensity of RPE phenotypes. (A) Ph 1 (healthy) was by far the most abundant. Ph 2, although far less frequent than Ph 1, was notably more abundant than the rest of the diseased phenotypes. Phs 3 to 6 each constituted a minor portion (\<2% each, \<5% total) of RPE cells in AMD eyes. (B) Ph 1 had the smallest mean area and was significantly smaller (P = 0.0416) and packed tighter than Phs 2 to 6 (unhealthy). (C) Phs 1 and 3 (healthy, unremarkable AF) were the most intensely autofluorescent. Phs 2 and 5 (degranulating/empty AF) had notably decreased AF intensity. Ph 1 mean AF intensity was significantly different (P = 0.0008) from phenotypes 2 to 6 due to the large number of Ph 1.](i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f04){#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f04}

![NNs of RPE phenotypes. All phenotypes most often contact six neighbors (34%--45% per phenotype). Phs 1 to 5 most often contact five to seven neighbors. Ph 6 most often contacts six to eight neighbors. There is more variation in NN with increasing pathology. Poisson distribution regression analysis of NN showed Phs 2 to 6 contact significantly more neighbors (P = 0.0056) than Ph 1.](i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f05){#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f05}

![Neighbor frequency distribution becomes more variable as pathology increases, whereas mean neighborhood area and AF show subtler trends than individual phenotype values. (A) Neighbor phenotype proportions for the average neighborhood of each reference cell phenotype. In conjunction with the overall frequency of phenotypes, Ph 1 was the most frequent neighbor for all phenotypes. Neighbor frequency distribution was more variable as reference cell phenotype increased in pathology, and Ph 1 dominated less of the neighborhood. This suggests unhealthy phenotypes are more likely to be surrounded by other unhealthy cells. (B) Mean area of cells in a neighborhood increases with increasing pathology, and Ph 1 neighborhood area is significantly smaller (P = 0.0287) than Phs 2 to 6 neighborhoods. The trend is more subtle than single-cell analysis. (C) Ph 1 mean neighborhood AF intensity was significantly greater than Phs 2 to 6, due in large part to Phs 2 and 5 (degranulating/empty). The effect was more subtle than single-cell analysis.](i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f06){#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f06}

Of other cell characteristics, most common were clumped AF granules that could be considered pre-aggregates ([Fig. 7](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f07){ref-type="fig"}). Although not as compact, spherical, or sharply bordered as aggregates ([Fig. 7](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f07){ref-type="fig"}A), pre-aggregates appeared separate from the surrounding uniform distribution. Without areas of degranulation or obvious aggregates, the AF pattern of cells with pre-aggregates was considered unremarkable. As described,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b25] other common occurrences included cytoskeletal stress (e.g., splits and interruptions), barrel-shaped cells, sub-RPE deposits, bi/multinucleation, and atrophy. Bi-laminar RPE, mushroom cells, and concave cells were repeatable[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b25] but infrequent. Bi-laminar RPE, in which one layer of actin cytoskeleton could be seen overlying another, was seen in 3 of 400 images (\<1% of gradable cells).[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b23] Mushroom cells that extrude a portion of granule-filled cytoplasm into the outer segment layer while remaining rooted in the continuous RPE layer are seen in 27 of 400 images (\<1% of gradable cells) and were scored according to their bases in the layer of RPE cell bodies.

![Pre-aggregates of autofluorescent granules in RPE of AMD eyes. (A) Red arrow shows a definite aggregate. (A--D) Yellow arrows show proposed pre-aggregates, that is, clumps of AF granules that were not as concentrated or sharply delimited as definite aggregates.](i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f07){#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f07}

Mean cell area stratified by phenotype is shown in [Figure 4](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f04){ref-type="fig"}B. Ph 1 (healthy) was significantly smaller (*P* = 0.0416) than Phs 2 to 6 (less healthy). There was a trend of increasing cell area with increasing pathology. Despite this trend, Ph 1, which has the smallest mean area and spacing, also has the largest maximum area by almost 1000 μm^2^ and largest maximum spacing by almost 10 μm ([Table 3](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-t03){ref-type="table"}). We attribute this to the much larger sample size of Ph 1 cells, and, thus, more outliers outside 2 SDs of a normal distribution.

###### 

Cell Areas and Spacing

                        **Ph 1**   **Ph 2**   **Ph 3**   **Ph 4**   **Ph 5**   **Ph 6**
  --------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  Mean area, μm^2^      218.1      227.5      283.7      456.9      373.1      495.5
  SD area, μm^2^        103.6      131.1      230.7      332.7      284.9      261.5
  Mean spacing, μm      15.7       16.0       17.5       22.3       19.9       23.7
  SD spacing, μm        3.1        3.6        5.5        7.2        6.9        6.2
  Minimum area, μm^2^   31.5       63.2       69.7       115.3      62.3       164.4
  Minimum spacing, μm   6.1        8.1        8.5        11.4       8.4        13.6
  Maximum area, μm^2^   4616.4     3743.2     3180.5     2439.9     1592.8     1404.6
  Maximum spacing, μm   75.4       66.2       63.2       57.3       43.6       42.4

Mean normalized AF intensity stratified by phenotype is shown in [Figure 4](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f04){ref-type="fig"}C. Ph 1 had a significantly higher (*P* = 0.0008) AF intensity than Phs 2 to 6. This appears to be an effect of Phs 2 and 5, in which areas of degranulation caused notably lower AF intensity. Aggregates do not increase AF intensity of individual cells, despite appearing brighter, either because aggregates are too small, they are associated with degranulation that cancels out any focal increase of AF, or both.

NN distribution of each phenotype is shown in [Figure 5](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f05){ref-type="fig"}. All phenotypes most often contacted six neighbors (i.e., 34%--45% per phenotype), somewhat lower than the distributions we previously observed in young and aged normal eyes (mean six neighbors for fovea/perifovea/periphery 59%/50%/45% and 53%/47%/47% for ≤51 and \>80 years, respectively).[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] Phs 1 to 5, especially 1 and 2, most often contacted five to seven neighbors. Ph 6 most often contacted six to eight neighbors. NN was more variable with increasing pathology. Poisson distribution regression analysis of NN showed that Phs 2 to 6 contacted significantly more neighbors (*P* = 0.0056) than Ph 1. These findings are consistent with more variable geometric packing of cells in diseased RPE.

Results of neighborhood analysis are shown in [Figure 6](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f06){ref-type="fig"}. Paralleling the overall frequency of phenotypes, Ph 1 was the most frequent neighbor for all phenotypes. However, Ph 1 dominated less of the neighborhood as the status of the reference cell worsened ([Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f06){ref-type="fig"}A). This suggests unhealthy phenotypes are more likely to be surrounded by other unhealthy cells. Furthermore, each phenotype was more frequent in its own neighborhood than in neighborhoods of other reference cell phenotypes. [Figures 6](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f06){ref-type="fig"}B and [6](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f06){ref-type="fig"}C show the mean area and AF of each phenotype\'s neighborhood, respectively. Cell areas in a neighborhood expanded with worsening pathology, but in a subtler manner than shown by single-cell analysis. Cell area in a neighborhood anchored by Ph 1 was significantly smaller (*P* = 0.0287) than neighborhoods anchored by Phs 2 to 6. Mean neighborhood AF was significantly higher (*P* = 0.0089) for Ph 1 than for Phs 2 to 6, likely due to the decreased AF surrounding Phs 2 and 5. As with area, the effect was more subtle than single-cell analysis, likely due to the numerous Ph 1 in all neighborhoods skewing means toward healthy values.

[Figure 8](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f08){ref-type="fig"} shows a commonly observed neighborhood "flower" pattern, in which a central cell enlarged and/or changed shape, with pathology decreasing across successive tiers (typically 1--2) of neighbors. This pattern, along with the frequency of Ph 1 as a neighbor, and subtler changes at the neighborhood level, demonstrate how focal areas of disease are often surrounded by many healthy cells.

![Focality of change in RPE morphology. At lower magnifications than those used in [Figure 2](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f02){ref-type="fig"}, areas of largely healthy RPE are seen to include areas of notable change as small as a few cells. Many images contained both healthy RPE and diseased cells. Sampling only areas of disease obvious at a lower magnification can miss focal changes suggestive of early disease. (A) A regular, healthy appearing RPE layer with numerous polygonal cells. A distinct reference cell (star) is significantly larger than the others, yet it maintains a polygonal shape. (B) A mostly healthy appearing RPE layer; however, a reference cell and its neighbors are all appreciably larger than the others while still polygonal. (C) A reference cell (star) with neighbors that are enlarged polygons and mixed. Some second-tier neighbors also depart from polygonal. (D) A large reference cell (star) with large neighbors. The entire field of view contains irregularly sized and shaped cells, most of which exhibit stress fibers, actin fraying, or mushrooming.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b25] Scale Bars: 20 μm.](i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f08){#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f08}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Identifying the frequency of cells with specific characteristics is an important step in understanding the significance of RPE changes in AMD.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b54] Subcellular AF changes in AMD eyes first described by our group[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b25] were herein extended, providing a firm morphologic basis for future studies designed for molecular discovery. In this study, a trained observer characterized 29,323 RPE cells surveyed in an unbiased manner in flat-mounted tissues, to capture early signs of pathology. Based on a model of factors influencing AF ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}), our methods were designed to assess intracellular packing of AF organelles within cells of varying shapes ([Figs. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}B, [1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}I). Different morphologies imply different molecular mechanisms of cellular demise and potentially different strategies for cyto-protection and fundus AF readouts for clinical trials.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b06] We tested two such phenomena potentially visible in fundus AF (degranulation and L/ML aggregation, [Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}I). Other pathways (anterior migration, [Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}G; vitelliform, not shown) are both best appreciated in cross-sections of RPE with retina attached rather than in whole mounts of just the RPE--Bruch\'s membrane complex used herein. Our main findings are a reduction of total cellular AF in cells that contain highly AF aggregates, identification of pre-aggregates as precursors, numerous degranulating cells, and transitional morphologies from a flower pattern seen in aging to frank degeneration. Importantly, the earliest RPE changes in AMD eyes include loss rather than gain of AF signal, even before cytoskeletal derangement, consistent with our results in normal aged eyes.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10]

Aggregates are the most hyperAF single features in the RPE layer, due to highly concentrated fluorophore-containing organelles ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}I) compared with the nearly uniform distribution in healthy cells.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b28] Aggregates are strikingly characteristic of Phs 4 and 6 (1.1% of cells combined); yet a key observation of our study was that cells containing aggregates and their neighborhoods were overall less AF than the healthy Ph 1 cells. We attribute this effect to a combination of small aggregate size and the frequent coexistence of degranulation in the same cells. Granule aggregates were first illustrated by the Sarks et al.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b31] in electron microscopy and subsequently seen in confocal microscopy ("condensations")[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b55] and high-resolution bright-field histology.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b23] In cross-sectional histology, aggregates are observed not only within cells but also in the extracellular compartment at the basolateral surface of RPE cells, where they are embedded in thick basal laminar deposit close to Bruch\'s membrane. Such aggregates can be seen by clinical OCT imaging, if large enough and the deposit is thick.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b23],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b56] Thus, we suggested that aggregates within the cell, as seen in this study, are thus fated for basolateral exocytosis in the "shedding" phenotype.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b23],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b25]

Another key finding was the common occurrence of pre-aggregates, defined as organelles more tightly associated than those in the rest of the cytoplasm,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b28] but with less distinct boundaries than aggregates. Because pre-aggregates are found in Ph 1 cells, often before obvious cytoskeletal stress, we interpret them as early pathological precursors rather than remnants of definitive aggregates. Several possibilities exist for formative mechanisms of aggregates and pre-aggregates. Cytoskeleton is essential for organelle transport,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b57][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b58][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b59]--[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b60] and we could evaluate cytoskeletal dysfunction with phalloidin binding. However, cytoskeletal stress was far more frequent than aggregates and pre-aggregates, suggesting that these phenomena are not directly related. In human fibroblasts, cross-linking molecules cause lysosomal aggregates to fuse,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b61] similar to a physiologic process in RPE lysosomes,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b62] so the presence of cross-linking molecules could play a role. Finally, AMD RPE exhibits increased levels of apoptosis-suggestive TUNEL-positive cells,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b63] apoptotic marker Caspase-8, and *Alu* RNA that may have transcriptional or cytotoxic roles.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b64],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b65] Thus, aggregates might be apoptotic bodies.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b66] Further investigation is needed to elaborate on these hypotheses.

Ph 2 involves nonvisibility of individual AF granules, and at 16.23% of the total cellular population, is the most abundant of the diseased phenotypes. Although we cannot distinguish with absolute certainty true degranulation from accumulation of non-AF materials without special staining methods,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b28] z-stack scrolling during data collection minimized this possibility ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#iovs-60-07-01_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The healthy cytoskeleton of Ph 2 supports the idea that aggregate shedding is a negligible factor in their appearance. Further, Phs 2 and 1 (227 μm^2^ and 218 μm^2^, respectively) have notably smaller areas than the cells with aggregates (Phs 4 and 6, 456 μm^2^ and 495 μm^2^, respectively). If Ph 2 cells arose from the shedding of aggregates, it is hard to explain this 2-fold difference in size. The most likely explanation for Ph 2 appearance is dispersal of individual granules to the extracellular space, where they may be ingested by neighboring cells. RPE L/ML are found in drusen[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b67],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b68] and in the Henle fiber layer (figure 7 of Ref. [@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b33]; supplementary figure 3 of Ref. [@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b69]) of AMD eyes. Finally, the abundance of Ph 2 cells suggests that they progress more slowly than do other phenotypes. If our logic is correct, then the Ph 2 cells are following a third, distinct RPE death pathway in AMD that was underappreciated in our previous survey of cross-sectional histology.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b23]

Systematic unbiased sampling also uncovered a localness of AMD pathology, exemplified by evolution of a flower-like pattern of a central cell ringed by neighbors ([Fig. 7](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f07){ref-type="fig"}). An orderly pattern in normal eyes,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] this formation appears to progress in AMD eyes to cytoskeletal disintegrity and dysmorphia (abnormal shape). The central cell is often multinucleate, suggestive of fusion, or more likely, failed cytokinesis,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b70] perhaps a proliferative response to local injury. If we had analyzed only areas of obvious abnormality, foci of early change among the mostly healthy cells ([Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f06){ref-type="fig"}) would have been missed. This is important, because quantification of individual cell morphology has promising potential for identification of early pathological change.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b71],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b72] Reasons behind localness were not addressed in this study, but the presence of underlying drusen and basal laminar deposits[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b30],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b46],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b69] that expose RPE to proinflammatory lipid while also increasing diffusion distance from the choriocapillaris is one obvious possibility. Similar cytoskeletal changes also occur in several mechanistically distinct mouse models,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b64],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b65],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b71],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b73],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b74] suggesting a common response to many insults.

Our evidence that the RPE layer becomes less AF in concert with reduced AF organelle content indicates that these cell-autonomous changes are causal, supporting recent clinical quantitative AF imaging studies that found decreased rather than increased FAF intensity with AMD.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b39],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b40] As in our study of aging RPE,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] we did not find cells with markedly increased AF intensity ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}B), which was expected if RPE cells engorged with L/ML preceding death, as postulated.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b31],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b75] Focally increased signal in clinical fundus AF is currently best explained by vertically enlarged, stacked, or anterior migrating RPE ([Figs. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}E--G) that in a projection image are superimposed on the RPE layer.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b29],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b34] By high-resolution histology and electron microscopy, these ectopic cells are nucleated and fully granulated RPE,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b26],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b38] consistent with in vivo OCT showing hyperreflective foci arising from the RPE layer.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b27]

Collectively, our data with others indicate that contrary to widely held theories, L/ML may not be harmful in AMD. One theory suggests that L/ML are phototoxic, yet retinal illuminance is uniform well beyond the 21° diameter macula,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b76],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b77] and epidemiologic data do not support lifetime sunlight exposure as an AMD risk factor.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b78],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b79] This same theory builds on the deleterious effects of treating cultured cells with bisretinoid fluorophore A2E, yet this L/ML component is reliably lower in macula than in peripheral retina,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b43][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b44][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b45][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b46][@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b47]--[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b48] a distribution not detectable in early studies analyzing whole eyecups.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b80] A report that age-related photoreceptor and RPE loss correlated to histologic AF used spatially imprecise morphometry,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b81] whereas by using computer-assisted analysis of retinal flat mounts, we confirmed that AF crests at the macular edge like rod photoreceptors[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b08],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b10] and demonstrated that rods die before cones in central macula,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b82] where soft drusen precursors accumulate.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b83] Consideration of L/ML toxicity motivated visual cycle modulators as therapeutic agents for AMD, for which clinical trials have not only failed to prevent progression, but also exacerbated visual dysfunction.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b84],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b85] In contrast, night vision is improved by short-term high-dose supplementation with vitamin A.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b86],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b87] From our perspective, more new data to explore the role of L/ML in outer retinal retinoid balance would be most welcome. Humans and nonhuman primates will be especially valuable, because A2E and histologic AF are spatially correlated in mouse RPE[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b33] (i.e., a notable biologic dissimilarity to human macula).

Beyond quantitative AF, our data are relevant to in vivo fundus AF imaging by current and emerging technologies. Whether single cells or cells with subregions of simultaneous degranulation and aggregation ([Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f03){ref-type="fig"}H) are visible clinically depends on factors that reduce optical sampling relative to pixel sampling. These include lateral point spread function (i.e., 3-dimensional image of a point-like object), which in turn depends on the eye\'s optical properties (aberrations), pupil size, and diameter of the illuminating beam. In the commercially available Heidelberg Retinal Angiograph and Spectralis, pixel sizes in the eye are 4.8 μm, that is, smaller than individual RPE cells ([Table 3](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-t03){ref-type="table"}). Even if Nyquist sampling is taken into account,[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b88] within-cell variability as we observed might be visible in vivo, perhaps by adaptive optics--assisted FAF imaging.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b05],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b89],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b90] This technology uses short (532 nm) and long (796--850 nm) wavelengths to excite presumed bisretinoids and melanin, respectively, and reveals tiled hexagonal elements with RPE-like spacing and spatial density. Open questions are whether emissions at both wavelengths arise from the same subcellular sources (e.g., M/L),[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b22],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b28] and what accounts for non-AF cell centers that appear larger than RPE nuclei in histology.[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b28],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b91],[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b92] These questions will benefit from our ongoing studies using volume electron microscopy of human RPE[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b28] to account for all organelles of imaging significance. Nevertheless, our model ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f01){ref-type="fig"}) and illustrations ([Figs. 3](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f03){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f07){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#i1552-5783-60-7-2481-f08){ref-type="fig"}) represent potential visualization targets for these advanced imaging techniques.

Strengths of this study include the robust sample of 29,323 human RPE cells in 25 AMD eyes preserved ≤4.2 hours after death, unbiased sampling for improved RPE demographic description, virtual 0.4-μm-step z-stack scrolling to visualize L/ML within individual cells, discrete phenotype categories, and good intraobserver repeatability. Limitations include lack of clinical information for eye donors, loss of some RPE apical processes and subretinal drusenoid deposits[@i1552-5783-60-7-2481-b93] during tissue preparation, lack of cell height data, inability to account for out-of-layer factors and other in vivo AF-influencers, not separately analyzing macular subregions, lack of molecular identification techniques, and lack of specific visualizations for non-AF nuclei and melanosomes. Nevertheless, this is the first quantitative study of RPE morphology and subcellular AF patterns in donor eyes with AMD. These phenotypes can be used to identify areas of potential disease progression in eyes that appear healthy at the fundus level. These data improve the subcellular basis of clinical AF, support a reexamination of the role of lipofuscin in AMD, further motivate the development of cellular resolution imaging, and suggest variability in internal structure, size, and NN as metrics for clinical and preclinical AF studies.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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